The hybrid DLR RANS solver TAU coupled to a transition prediction module was successfully applied to a single-element airfoil automatically taking into account the locations of laminar-turbulent transition. The experimentally measured transition locations could be reproduced with very high accuracy. A sensitivity study of the parameters of the coupling procedure was performed in order to investigate the behaviour of the coupled system with respect to the accuracy and robustness of the iteration procedure for the transition locations. The transition prediction coupling structure and the underlying algorithm are described. The functions of the coupling parameters and their impact on the transition location iteration and the convergence of the simulations are described and documented.
Introduction
The modeling of laminar-turbulent transition in Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers is a necessary requirement for the computation of flows over airfoils and wings in the aerospace industry because it is not possible to obtain quantitatively correct results if the laminar-turbulent transition is not taken into account. For the design process of wings in industry, there exists the demand for a RANS-based computational fluid dynamics tool that is able to handle flows with laminar-turbulent transition automatically and autonomously. The first steps towards the setup of such a tool were made e.g. in [11] , where a structured RANS solver and an e N -method, [12] and [18] , were applied, and in [15] , where a RANS solver, a laminar boundary-layer method [2] and an e N -method were coupled. There the boundary-layer method was used to produce highly accurate laminar, viscous layer data to be analysed by a linear stability code. The use of an e N -database method [14] results in a coupled program system that is able to handle transition prediction automatically. After the block-structured DLR RANS solver FLOWer [1] is in a well-engineered state with regard to automatic transition prediction and transitional flow modelling, [5] [6] and [8] , the DLR hybrid RANS solver TAU [3] was extended in a similar way in order to combine the benefit of a hybrid RANS code with an automatic transition prediction capability, [9] [10] . In contrast to [9] , where different strategies for the iteration of the transition locations were applied, in the present paper the established algorithm from [5] [6] and [8] -taking into account the laminar separation points in the RANS computational grid -is applied. Additionally, physical models for transitional flow regions are introduced. Finally, a setting of the coupling parameters is specified which allows for a fast and accurate iteration of the transition locations.
Coupling of the TAU Code and the Transition Prediction Module
The transition prediction module consists of a laminar boundary-layer code for swept, tapered wings [2] , and an e N -database method for Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) instabilities [14] . The coupled system can be run in two different modes. Either the TAU code communicates the surface pressure distribution of the configuration to the laminar boundary-layer method, the laminar boundary-layer method computes all of the boundary-layer parameters that are needed for the e This coupled structure results in an iteration procedure for the transition locations within the iterations of the RANS equations. During the solution process of the RANS equations, the transition prediction module is called after a certain number of iterations, k cyc , of the RANS iteration process. With the call of the module the solution process is interrupted and the module analyses the laminar boundary layers of both sides of an airfoil configuration. The determined transition locations, x j T (cycle = k cyc ) with j = 1, ..., n loc , where n loc is the number of transition points, are communicated to the RANS solver, which continues the solution process of the RANS equations. In so doing, the determination of the transition locations becomes an iteration process itself. The structure of the approach is outlined graphically in Fig. 1 . At every call of the module the surface pressure, c p (cycle = k cyc ), or the internally computed boundary-layer parameters along the surface of an airfoil are used as input for the transition prediction module. The viscous data is then subsequently analysed by the e N -database method. The algorithm for the transition prediction iteration works as follows: a) The RANS solver is started as if a computation with prescribed transition locations should be performed. At this moment, the transition locations are set very far downstream on the upper and lower sides of the airfoil, e.g., at the trailing edge. The RANS solver now computes a fully laminar flow over the airfoil. b) During the solution process of the RANS equations the laminar flow is checked for laminar separation points by the RANS solver. In the case that laminar separation is detected, the separation point is used as an approximation of the transition location and the computation is continued. e) The current coordinate x j T (cycle = k cyc ), which is used as transition location, is underrelaxed. That is, as new transition locations the coordinates x j * T (cycle = k cyc ), which are located downstream of the coordinates x j T , are used according to,
with C j T (k cyc ) > 1. The underrelaxation of the determined transition locations prevents the case that at an unconverged stage during the transition location iteration transition coordinates which are determined too far upstream might not be shifted downstream again. f) As convergence criterion ∆x j * T,l < ε ≈ 1% with
where l is the current iteration step. In the case that the criterion is satisfied the iteration for x j T is finished, else the algorithm loops back to station b).
Generation of Transitional Flow Regions
In the case that a new transition location has been determined, the laminar, transitional and turbulent flow regions must be generated within the computational grid. The generation of the different regions is done by setting a real value flag FLG lt at each point in the computational grid that is applied to the value of the source term S tp of the turbulence production, which is computed for every point in the flow field. FLG lt is applied in the following way to all of the points of the computational grid,
with FLG lt (P F ) = 0.0 for a laminar surface point, FLG lt (P F ) = 1.0 for a turbulent surface point and FLG lt (P F ) = γ(P F ) for a transitional surface point, where γ(P F ) is the value of the intermittency function γ at the field point P F , which takes the value of the intermittency function at the nearest surface point P S nst (P F ) within a limiting wall normal distance. According to [6] and [8] the intermittency function can be expressed as
where s q is the arc length on the airfoil side q starting at the stagnation point and s q,tr beg is the location of transition onset. For the determination of the extent of the transitional region, the transition length l tr = s tr end -s tr beg , the formula from [19] , 
with a = 4.6 for flows with pressure gradient, is applied. For testing purposes, equation (4) with a = 2.3 is applied, as is recommended in [16] for flows in which transition does not occur before laminar separation. The thickness of the laminar boundary layer δ is evaluated directly from the Navier-Stokes grid using the 99%-criterion,
and the compressible Bernoulli equation is used to evaluate the edge velocity U e ,
Thus, the displacement thickness δ * and ρ e and U e , the values of the density and the tangential flow velocity at the boundary-layer edge, can be determined. In the case that the value of U e is not reached, the y-location of the maximum value of U(y) is taken as the value of the boundary-layer thickness.
Results
The coupled system was applied to the NLF(1)-0416 laminar airfoil [13] with M = 0.3, Re = 4×10 6 , α = 2.03° and N T = 11 [17] , the limiting N-factor for the TS-database method. In [16] does not yet provide a preconditioning capability. All computations were started with initial transition locations set at 75% of chord on upper and lower sides, and the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model with Edwards modification (SAE) was used for all tests. The transition prediction procedure was run in the 2 nd mode. To ensure the high quality of the laminar boundary-layer data necessary for accurate transition predictions the boundary layer was resolved using 64 cells in the wall normal direction. Within a constant wall distance in the prismatic layer part of the hybrid grid 80% of the maximum turbulent boundary-layer thickness at the upper side trailing edge are embedded, Fig. 2 . Additionally, it seems to be sufficient to use a grid spacing with near wall clustering which is optimised for the resolution of a fully turbulent boundary layer also in the laminar part of the flow. Thus, the very expensive grid adaptation procedure [15] , which is normally necessary after each iteration step of the transition locations iteration, could be avoided. The basic parameter settings for the coupling procedure were: a) the overall number of iteration cycles for the RANS computation, cycle max = 30,000; b) the cycle interval for the iteration of the transition locations, ∆k cyc = 3,000; and c) the relaxation factor f relax for the underrelaxation of a transition location x T , f relax = 0.7, while the underrelaxation formula reads
The sensitivity aspects considered are: 1) the surface grid point where the turbulence model is activated first, which either can be the nearest point upstream or the nearest point downstream of x* T ; 2) the possible downstream movement of the transition points; 3) the consideration of the RANS grid laminar separation points as transition points; 4) the application of point transition vs. the application of transition lengths. Fig. 4 , without laminar separations on the left hand side and with laminar separation on the right hand side. Additionally, the points of laminar separation as they occurred during the computation in RANS grid and the grid points that represent the transition location in the RANS computational grid are depicted in the plots. Left: The back-and-forth oscillation of the transition location on the lower side does not occur, and the transition point converges to a value which is located 7.5% too far downstream compared to the experimental value. On the upper side, the value of the transition location is the same as in the computations which permitted downstream movement. Right: The lower side transition location is hit almost exactly by a laminar separation point. The convergence of the transition location iteration is accelerated from 3 calls of the transition prediction module to 2 calls. The results of the 3 rd case, applying the intermittency function and the transition length model from equation (4) at the nearest surface grid point downstream of x* T with suppressed downstream movement and the use of the RANS grid laminar separation points with a = 4.6 on the left hand side and with a = 2.3 on the right hand side are depicted in Fig. 5 . Left: The results are characterised by strong oscillations of the lower side transition location given by the database. The final lower side transition location, which is based on a laminar separation point, overruns the experimental value slightly and converges to a value which is located about 3.5% too far upstream. An investigation of the flow field solution [7] reveals a large separation bubble on the upper side starting slightly downstream of the transition point. This was due to a transition length of 13% of the chord length which is too long -expected is an extent of about 5% of the chord length -such that the influence of the turbulence model, which should result in an increase of the skin friction, is delayed. Right: The final lower side transition location, which is again based on a laminar separation point, overruns the experimental value slightly and converges to a value which is located about 1.7% too far upstream. The lower side transition points which are determined by the database after the last laminar separation point was set as a transition point, are located about 7% downstream of the experimental value. The separation bubble on the upper side does not occur [7] . Instead, on the lower side another separation bubble has developed, because now the value of the transition length on the lower side has become significantly larger. Finally, the effects of the basic coupling parameters ∆k cyc and f relax were investigated. ∆k cyc was changed to ∆k cyc = 5,000 to see if the accuracy of the transition locations might be improved by a longer convergence of the RANS solution between two calls of the transition prediction module. f relax was changed to f relax = 0.5 to see if a slower convergence of the transition location iteration has an influence on the final values of the transition locations. The tests were carried out only for the settings without transition lengths and without taking into account the laminar separation points. Each of these changes did not influence the final values of the transition locations on upper and lower sides of the airfoil [7] . With respect to the accuracy of the predicted transition locations it seems to be justified to compare the results from a computation at M = 0.3 and the experimental values at M = 0.1, especially because an incompressible stability analysis using the database method was performed such that the only compressible influences possible may come from the RANS solution. On the other hand, the predicted transition locations are of the same -very good -order of accuracy that were obtained using the DLR block-structured FLOWer code and the transition prediction module applying them to the same test case at M = 0.1 [4] [5] .
Conclusions
The hybrid TAU code coupled to a transition prediction module was successfully applied to a subsonic airfoil test case automatically taking into account the transition locations predicted by an e N -database method or which were based on laminar separation points determined by the TAU code. The experimentally measured transition locations could be determined with very high accuracy when the nearest surface grid point downstream of the predicted transition location is used as transition point, when a possible downstream movement of the transition points is suppressed and when point transition is applied instead of transitional flow models. A sensitivity study of the parameters of the coupling procedure showed that the accuracy of the converged transition locations can be highly improved and the convergence of transition location iteration itself can be significantly accelerated when the laminar separation points which occur in the RANS computational grid during the transient phase of the computation are immediately used as transition locations. In contrast to these encouraging results, the application of the intermittency function based on algebraic transition length models for the modelling of transitional flow regions led to large separated regions directly downstream of the transition point. These separated flow regions are contrary to experimental findings on the one hand, and lead to strong disturbances in the convergence of the RANS computation on the other. Therefore, at present the application of these models in the TAU code together with the SAE turbulence model can not be recommended. Further investigations are necessary here to clarify why the transitional flow models showed such an unexpected behaviour. 
